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Albert Speer 

(a) 

Albert Speer was born in Mannheim in 1905, a son to wealthy middle-upper class parents. He 

eventually adopted his father’s profession as an architect in 1927. Speer first heard Hitler speak at 

university in 1930 and joined the Nazi party in 1931. At first Speer was assigned as a courier as he 

had a motor car. Soon Speer would be tasked with redecorating Goebbels’s propaganda ministry 

building where his architectural talent would become noticed by Hitler. Speer’s first major public 

contribution to the Nazi regime would be his design of the Nazi party rally grounds at Nuremberg. It 

is here that perhaps Speer’s finest architectural work, his Cathedral of Lights would be displayed. 

Speer’s architectural skills would see him reconstruct the Reich Chancellery and a dominant statue 

to oppose the Soviet Union at Paris’ World Fair. Hitler and Speer had a close relationship which 

Speer later remarked “that if Hitler had friends, I would have been one of them”. Both Hitler and 

Speer shared a common architectural interest and with this basis they formulated the rebuilding of 

the Third Reich and in particular a new Germania on top of old Berlin. Such plans for Germania were 

never accomplished as World War 2 began in 1939. Speer was first tasked with repair works but in 

1942 was appointed as the Minister of Armaments. Speer substantially increased the production of 

armaments in Germany using workers in his labour camps. German military production had risen to 

surpass the level of the Soviet Union by late 1944 but was still no match compared to the Western 

Allies. With the end of war imminent as the German army suffered a series of defeats against its 

opponents, Hitler ordered the implementation of a ‘scorched earth’ policy to prevent anything of 

value left behind in Germany once it had been occupied by the Allies. Speer saw the necessity to 

provide the essential means for the people to survive and secretary opposed Hitler’s ‘scorched 

earth’ policy. Upon the suicide and defeat of the Nazi party, Speer was arrested and indicated at the 

Nuremberg Trials for his involvement with labour camps and the war. Speer was one of the two 

former Nazi leaders that denounced Hitler publicly and was eventually sentenced to 20 years 

imprisonment in Spandau prison. Speer repeatedly denied any involvement and knowledge of the 

Holocaust and subsequently published several books that detail his ‘selective’ recounts of his 

experiences within the Nazi regime. 

(b) 

Albert Speer was a man of intellect and ability. However it can be argued that his decisions were 

influenced by his surrounding circumstances and events. For Speer personally, his busy schedule and 

involvement with the Nazi party resulted in his work-o-holic lifestyle. Such consequence of a failure 

to accommodate a work, life and family balance estranged his relationship with children whom grew 

distant from their father. When Speer joined to Nazi party in 1931, he was captivated by Hitler’s 

ideologies and rhetoric. Even though Speer may have literally shaped the design of Goebbels’ 

propaganda ministry office and the Nuremberg Rally site, the opportunities that came with such 

events allowed Speer to rise speedily through the Nazi hierarchy to prominence. In sharing a 

common insight into architectural matters, Speer and Hitler developed a close relationship that 

would allow Speer to be approved as the Minister for Armaments in 1942. As the Minister for 

Armaments, Speer relied on the ‘cooperation’ of other Nazi leaders. Workers for Speer’s production 

and labour camps would have to be sourced from Himmler’s responsibilities. Although Speer 

claimed that he did not participate in the political power struggles, there is little doubt that Speer 
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understood the importance of ‘politics’ and manipulated the ‘game’ in order to succeed. Towards 

the end of the war, Speer defied Hitler’s orders for the ‘scorched earth’ policy. In doing so and 

through disobeying Hitler’s instructions, Speer was able to portray himself as ‘the Good Nazi’ at the 

Nuremberg Trials in 1946. A substantial part of Speer’s defence was that by not following Hitler’s 

orders, he was working for the interests of the German people and not particularly connected within 

the Nazi elite. Speer attempts to use such events to paint a different picture of him then compared 

to the one that is being alleged before him. Speer also claimed during the Nuremberg Trials that he 

participated within the Nazi regime as part of a German people’s movement without accepting the 

anti-Semantic and destructive ideas of Hitler. The Nazi party and Hitler’s rise to power through 

popular German support in the 1930s was attributed to Speer’s admittance to the party in 1931. 

However recent evidence that have surfaced offers a conflicting perspective into which Speer really 

was. There are strong claims that Speer was present at the Posen conference where Himmler 

pronounced the ‘final solution’ for Jews and that he admitted his knowledge of the Holocaust in a 

later letter. This is renewed the controversy and notice that Speer has a tainted record and had lied 

to ‘cheat the hangman’s noose’. Such sources give us insight into how events shape people more 

than people shape events. 


